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Attended by: Stephen Snider; Lynne Olsen; Mike Molitor; Bob Anderson; Jim Fordice; David Frizzell; Dan 

Clark; Roger Kennedy; Sigrid Monaghan. 

Absent: Trish Logan;  Bob Havlen 

Guest: Peter Eschman; Dan Richey; Vance Ley   

 

I. Approval of Agenda  

II. Approval of Minutes 

III. Committee Reports  

 a. Education - Solar Astronomy Outreach (SAO)- Roger Kennedy 

 Roger submitted his monthly activity/financial report to the Board showing 110 events 

completed to date; attended by over 15,500 adults/children.  A question was asked concerning UVB 

(Ultra Violent Beads) and what they do.  Roger went on to explain that the beads were sensitive to UV 

light and changed colours demonstrating the power of sunlight on the skin. 

Specific instructions for directions to all SAO events are to appear on the Solar Astronomy link of the 

TAAS website as a re-direct (see more) from the TAAS Calendar. 

Roger, Dee Friesen and Barry Spletzer will present at the ALCON Conference in Las Cruces in July about 

our (TAAS) approach to Outreach Programs including the Solar Outreach Programs. 

 b. Finance - Dan Clark  

 Nothing major to report except a notation that the SAO funds have been separated from the 

Night Time Outreach Educational Monies. 

The Board requested that a copy of the Financial Spreadsheet be submitted to the Board each month for 

review at meetings. 

The TAAS "HotLine" has been officially discontinued. 
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 c. GNTO - Mike Molitor 

  Met A GNTO sub-committee met to review improvements on the site to the observing field and 

to address safety when leaving  GNTO at night.  Purchase of signs, arrows and reflectors have been 

made to be placed in and around the parking lot and exit route.  Dan Rossbach has already made  stakes 

for use on the road  outside the fence area. Testing will be done on the reflectors to determine if they 

can be seen with a car's parking lights rather than headlights. 

Received the revised lighting plan from PNM for the new power plant.  They have made changes that 

will minimize the night sky impact of artificial lighting at power plant.  These changes are based on the 

comments GNTO previously submitted to PNM. 

Waiting to hear from the Committee on recommendations for security cameras to be on site. 

Mike presented a mid-year financial report and took questions.   

Note: Mike has changed the basis for all the property values to the one used for Insurance coverage. 

Jim Fordice has been recommended by the GNTO Committee to the Board as the new Director replacing 

Mike who will be stepping down.  Jim was asked if he would be willing to take on the duties as the new 

Director.  He indicated yes.  A motion was raised to appoint Jim Fordice as Director of the GNTO.  

Motion was seconded.  All in attendance voted in favor of the move.  There was no descent. 

 d. Membership - Bob Anderson 

19 Renewal notices went out in the month of June 

Bob is trying to change the membership cards to read the date of joining ("been a member since...") 

rather than an expiration date.  

 e. Publicity/Special Events - Lynne Olsen 

Lynne presented the list of events scheduled for July/August/September. 

It was commented that the last Oak Flat Star Party was a great success including attendance by new 

members, guests and the level of sharing with the public by the members with scopes. 

Plans are being made to revamp our TAAS brochure.  The Board has been asked to look through the 

current brochure and submit comments and suggestions for improvements.  Lynne wants to begin 

handing out new brochures that are fresh, meaningful, correct information, and up to date, and to 

include newer photos plus Solar Astronomy info and other outreach programs. 

Chad Getty is now certified for Scout Work.  He has BSA certification. 

John Fleck, Media Contact has retired from the Albuquerque Journal.  Ollie Reed will be the new contact 

for Science there. 
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Trish Logan has been added to the TAAS Facebook Editors. 

Astronomy 101 Plans:  Looking for a possible team of volunteers to manage the programs instead of one 

individual to be responsible.  This way they can rotate, make suggestions and coordinate efforts and 

plans. 

 

IV.  Current Activates 

 a. General Meeting 06/27/15 - David Frizzell  

Guest Speaker will be Tom Farrell.  Topic will be "The Hubble Telescope, a Personal Engineering 

Perspective." 

Tom will be explaining the Hubble Engineering History as well as give insight on what really happened 

with "The Mirror Error" when did it happen and who knew! 

V. Future Activities 

 a. Already reviewed in Publicity and Events. 

VI.  Old Business - Stephen Snider 

 a. Insurance Coverage: The Insurance Broker has said he has all information needed and the 

Contract is being drawn up now and should be ready shortly. General Liability is being included.  Roger 

inquired if we had a COLI Document (Certification of Liability Insurance). Such a document stating all our 

Insurance Coverage is in existence.  

The Excel spreadsheet for the two bi-annual financial reports will be given to Stephen by Dan. 

 b. Amendments to By-Laws 

Final copy of the amendments has been sent to all Board Members and to Barry to have put on the 

TAAS website.  It was also sent to Gordon Pegue and Gary Cooper the Editor. 

 c. Board Member Replacement - Executive Session 

VII. New Business 

 a. Dark Sky NM working group Report - Pete Eschman 

Over the past three months the working group has reached out to the TAAS membership to gau 

ge interest in dark-sky issues.  There has been no response from the TAAS membership to newsletter 

articles, TAAS Talk postings, e-mails to past donors, and appeals made at the monthly general meetings. 

The  members of the dark sky working group are:  Pete Eschman (primary contact); Dan Richey; David 
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Penasa; Karen Keese; and Vance Ley.  However none of these individuals  are interested in leading a 

TAAS Dark Sky NM SIG. 

Pete presented a Status Report and Action Plan to the Board and to answer any questions.  It was noted 

that 38 members have donated to the Dark Sky initiative, many more than once, going back to 2012. 

Pete  requested that the Board of Directors preserve the monies already donated to the Dark Sky Fund 

in order to use them for projects and activities as needed.  The Board stated that the Dark Sky Funds will 

be used for Dark Sky activities. 

The floor was opened to questions. 

Are any members of the dark sky working group also  members of the International Dark-Sky Association 

(IDA)?  At present, Dan Richey is a member. 

Jim noted that when going to the IDA Website for a local chapter in the NM area, he found none.  There 

is currently no "mechanism" that he found that could affiliate TAAS as an organization with the IDA.  A 

chapter could be set-up in NM that TAAS could support.  Pete was asked to clarify this.  Pete 

commented that though they have investigated, to date their focus as not been on this particular issue, 

but on the usage of the funds already donated. 

Jim suggested that they should look at forming a chapter in NM then take the money that TAAS has and 

give it to that chapter.  TAAS wants to support the IDA in NM as it is the organization devoted to the 

Dark Skies Initiatives. The Board feels this is the best way to proceed having reviewed the way the IDA is 

structured and organized. 

The question is "Is there someone willing to take on the task of setting up an IDA chapter in NM." 

Vance Ley agreed to take on the task of leading  the effort  to set-up a chapter in NM.  

Other suggestions for donation of the funds were also discussed. 

Vance has agreed to submit a report of his findings and recommendations at the July 30th Board 

Meeting. 

VIII. BOD remarks/discussion 

The Board went into Executive Session to discuss board member replacement. 

IX. Meeting Adjourn 


